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A compact trailer with a high specification and modified interior

• A compact trailer with  
 a high specification
• Strong branding areas  
 including internal back  
 wall
• Modern, light and  
 welcoming
• Display TV and media  
 options available
• Easy to operate with  
 a quick set up time
• Covered veranda area
• Kitchen

GOLDFINCH 5M HIRE TRAILER

Entrance steps with
platform and canopy above

Main body of trailer
W: 4800mm D: 2350mm (11.28m2)

Glass sliding doors
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Overall trailer length = 6200mm

Kitchen
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A compact trailer with a high specification and modified interior
GOLDFINCH 5M HIRE TRAILER

BRANDING
We are specialists in branded exhibition, event, and decorative graphics, specifically tension fabric graphic 
systems. Whether you require a clean, minimalist design, or a multitude of colours, we will ensure that your 
brand stands out from the crowd.

The tension fabric graphics are versatile, easy to maintain and fully reusable, providing a cost effective 
and environmentally beneficial option. We currently offer backlit graphics, backlit counters, lightboxes, and 
light walls. Unlike many display systems, they are robust with minimal risk of damage. After a show, the 
graphics can simply be machine washed if needed and then folded away until your next event. Showplace 
will store your graphics free of charge for up to two years, so they can be used for multiple events and 
exhibitions.

The tension fabric graphic system is extremely flexible as well as visually striking and robust; the perfect 
choice for branding any exhibition stand, trailer or structure.

Headboard W: 4365mm H: 370mm

Left wing board 
W: 650mm
H: 1868mm

Left display
W: 650mm
H: 1868mm

Right wing board 
W: 650mm
H: 1868mm

Right display
W: 650mm
H: 1868mm

Internal rear wall graphic 
W: 4700mm H: 2005mm

Graphic display headboard

Graphic
display areas

Graphic
display areas


